
unnoticed revolutions?
time and money 

!

History of information 
Tuesday 

Feb 25, 2014	
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All a Tiwitter?	


tuesday:   Originally 
cognate with or formed 
similarly to Old Frisian tīesdei , 
… the genitive of the 
Germanic base of the name of 
(the god) Tiw 

�2

what day?

History of information 
Tuesday 

Feb 25, 2014

mardi 

dienstag 

terça-feira 
म"गलवार 
星期二 
火曜日  !

יום שלישי
!

(يوم) الثُّلَاثاء

http://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%99%D7%95%D7%9D_%D7%A9%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%A9%D7%99
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feverish dates?

�3

pure and simple?	

purification Anglo-Norman 

feverer , feverrer , 

feveryer, feverzere , 

feverell , februer , 

februare, februarie , etc., … 

means of purification, 

expiatory offerings, of 

uncertain origin

History of information 
Tuesday 

Feb 25, 2014

février [ventôse] 

Februar 

feverio 

Phalguna 6 

 18 Bing-Yin 

Adar 1 25 

Rabi1ath-Thani 24 

Esfand 6 



happy 5 times a year?
4712 - Chinese 

New Year:   Jan 31 (horse) 

1392 -  Persian 
New Year:   March 20 (04:03:13 am) 

5774 -   Jewish 
New Year:   September 25 

1435 -   Islamic 

New Year:   October 24  

History of information 
Tuesday 

Feb 25, 2014
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running on time
the quantified self

�6

“My pulse, as yours,  
doth temperately keep time” —Hamlet
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key machines
"It is commonplace that the years between 1300 

and 1650 saw within the intellectual culture 

of Western Europe important changes in the 

apprehension of time.""

E.P. Thompson 	


!
“The clock, not the steam engine, is the key 

machine of the modern industrial age … even 

today no other machine is ubiquitous.”"

—Lewis Mumford, Technics & Civilization, 1934

�8
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accounting for time
"Then, between ... 1275 and 1325 ... Europe's 

first mechanical clock and canon ... marine 

charts, perspective painting ... and double-

entry bookkeeping ... decades unmatched in 

their radical changes in perception until the 

era of Einstein ... In the past seven 

centuries bookkeeping has done more to change 

the perceptions of more bright minds than any 

single innovation in philosophy or science.""

—Alfred Crosby, The Measure of Reality, 1997

�9
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time and money

"Time is money"

�10
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a western indulgence

time, money, and eternity	


1309: An indulgence to pardon a year's  
worth of sin costs one penny 	


Pope Clement V  
1260-1314
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“Hear it not, Duncan, for it is a knell  
That summons thee to Heaven or to Hell”"

—Macbeth
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accounting shift
"The Palace of the Bourse [stock exchange] ... 

The architecture of a building should be 

adapted to its function.  As for the 

function ... it fills that to perfection: it 

is a stock exchange in France just as it would 

have been a temple in Greece ... on days of 

high religious solemnity, the theory of 

stockbrokers and jobbers can be majestically 

expounded""

—Victor Hugo, Notre Dame de Paris,  1831
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"ceci tuera cela"

"'Merchant's time' which Jacques Le Goff ... 

opposed to the time of the medieval church."       "

--Thompson
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real determinism?

Max Weber (1864-1920) 
'Protestant ethic'	

rational capitalist accounting "

'desacralization' (cp Darnton)"

!
Werner Sombart (1863-1941)	

"abstraction of profit  [leads to] economic 

calculation ... systemic organization ...  

depersonalization."

�13
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why	


fighting time	

technologies of time 

time control 

reading response 

accounting 

balancing

Roman rules
!

Julius Caesar (100 - 44 bce)	


Julian Calendar	


!
fixing the troublesome equinox	

46 bce: 445 days	


45 bce: 365	


!
Augustus (63 bce - 14 ce) 	


8 bce: a further course correction	

Augustan Calendar

�16

8th century bce:  10 month calendar	

713 bce:                  2 months added	

153 bce:                    beginning of the year moved  
                                  from March to January
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further uncertainties
the year dot:  
Dionysius Exiguus (c 470-544 ce)	


day one 	

January 1 (Julian Calendar)   
March 25 (Ascension, Council of Tours, 567)	


the equal hour 
14th century	


the struggle for Easter	

1582: Gregorian Calendar (leap years, centurial years)	


the big leap	

Thursday October 4 to Friday October 15Gregory XII  

1502-1585

Luigi Lilio  
d 1576
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java.lang.Object"
 java.util.Calendar"

       java.util.GregorianCalendar"

public class GregorianCalendar"
extends Calendar"

“Of all the days i' the year, I came to't that day"

that our last king Hamlet overcame Fortinbras.”

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/Object.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/Calendar.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/Calendar.html
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old time religion

Orthodox &  Protestant resistance	

"latent Popish interest""

!
!

popular superstition	

The Landlord calls for Rent before 'tis due, "

King's Tax, and Windows, Poor, and Parson too; "

With Numbers more, our Grandsires never knew. "

Domestick Servants all will have their Pay,"

And force their Masters e're the Quarter Day."

�18

John Wallis  
1616-1703

QUARTER DAYS#
Lady Day 25 March#
Midsummer 24 June#
Michaelmas 29 Sept#
Christmas 25 Dec#

 --John Wallis, FRS,  
Savilian Professor of Geometry, Oxford
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anglo-american resistance

lost time — 1752  
Wednesday September 2	


Thursday September 14	


!

complaints from Montaigne to Pynchon	

"give us back our eleven days""

�19
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oblique dates
"We talked much of Nostradamus his prophecy of 
these times, and the burning of the City of 
London, some of whose verses are put into 
Booker's Almanac this year .... My Lady Carteret 
herself did tell us how abundance of pieces of 
burnt paper were cast by the wind .. .she took 
one up ... wheron there remained no more nor 
less than these words: "Time is, it is done"                 "

--Pepys, February 3, 1666/7 

�20
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decimalization

French revolution	


year 1 again (1793)	


10 days a week	


10 months a year	


New Year September

�21

an urban revolution?	

Vendémiaire, Brumiare, Frimiare, Nivôse, Pluviôse, Ventose, 

Germinal, Floréal, Prairial, Messidor, Thermidor, Fructidor
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technologies of time 

time control 

reading response 

accounting 

balancing
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and again?
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the long then	


c. 3100 bce

"Most of what has  
been written about  
Stonehenge is 
nonsense"#

R.J.C. Atkinson

antikythera c 200 bce
�24

c. 5000 bce



clock time
3500 bce: sundials	

!

1400 bce: Egyptian water clocks	


!

700 ce: hourglasses	


!

1086: Su Sung's water tower	

!
!
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higher tech
1300: mechanical clocks 
Richard of Wallingford  

1656: Huygens pendulum clock	

!
!
1660: Hooke & the spring watch  

Richard of 
Wallingford  
1292-1336

�26

"Wel sikerer was his crowyng in his logge  

Than is a clokke, or an abbey orlogge"



looking ahead
automata	

!

!

computus	

!

!

feedback mechanisms	

"feedback control dates at least from the waterclock of 
Ktesibios of Alexandria [3d C BC] no new feedback system .... 
[until the] thermostatic furnace.""

--Beniger, Control through Communication

Derham, The Artificial Clock Maker, 1696

�27



computus
1668: Joseph Moxon,  

Mechanick Dyalling	

!

1748: George Fisher,  
American Instructor	


"the Art of  

Dialling, and  

how to erect and  

fix any Dial”
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limits of the log  
time, space, and naval supremacy	


starvation, piracy, wrecks	


!

1707:  Sir Cloudesley Shovell's fleet	


1,315 sailors; one survivor	


!

1714: Longitude Act	


£20,000 - to fix longitude to half a degree

�29
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various contenders

time, space, and whelping dogs	

Galileo, Newton, Huygens, Halley and the heavens	


Wren's observatory	


vs           nutters galore

�30
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RS plays defense

Harrison vs Men of Science	


H1 - Lisbon Trial, 1736	


awarded prize, 1773

�31

John Harrison  
1693-1776
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going global
c1850:  telegraph time	


1852: Greenwich mean time	


1883: US standard time	


1884: Meridian Conference, DC	


1911: France:  Cassini Meridian	


1966: Uniform Time Act	


�32
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4712 - Chinese 

New Year:   Jan 31 (horse) 

1392 -  Persian 

New Year:   March 20 (04:03:13 am) 

5774 -   Jewish 
New Year:   September 25 

1435 -   Islamic 

New Year:   October 24  

deep time

geological time	

Lyell: "time, time, time""
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Darwin: "I really think my books come half 
out of Lyell's brain."

�33

Charles Lyell  
1797-1875

Charles Darwin  
1809-1882
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time control

bell tolling	

1335: Amiens start of work, lunch, end of 

the day controlled by bell rung by the city"

--decree of Phillip VI  	


!
1664: "that as many as might live within the 

sound might be thereby induced to a timely 

going to rest in the evening, and early 

arising in the morning to the labours and 

duties of their several callings"

�35
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work patterns	

"The work pattern was one of alternate bouts 

of intense labour and idleness, wherever men 

were in control of their working lives.  (The 

pattern persists among some self-employed, and 

perhaps also among students.)"

"the industrial revolution demanded a greater 

synchronization of labour""

--Thompson

�36

fields to factories
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invasive clocks
Pray dear, quoth my mother, have you not 

forgot to wind up the clock? Good G--! cried 

my father...Did ever woman, since the creation 

of the world, interrupt a man with such a 

silly question? "

--Laurence Sterne, Tristram Shandy, 1759	


"No modest lady dares to mention a word about 

winding up a clock ...Nay, the common 

expression of street-walkers is, "Sir, will 

you have your clock wound up""

--The Clockmaker's Outcry against the Author, 1760
�37

Laurence Sterne  
1713-1768
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factory discipline
Wedgwood's Etruria 
"clocking in"; tell-tale clocks

�38
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fields to factories
"a vigorous and licensed popular culture had 

evolved, which the propagandists of 

discipline regarded with dismay""

"fight, not against time, but about it"

�39

battles ahead

Coming up#
ip
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time
"Machines were the Pemberton force .. Machines 

for opening letters and sealing them, automatic 

typewriters, dictation phonographs, pneumatic 

chutes.  But none of the other machines was so 

tyrannical as the time-clock  ... She knew that 

the machines were supposed to save work. But she 

was aware that the girls worked just as hard and 

long and hopelessly after their introduction as 

before.""

—Sinclair Lewis, The Job, 1917
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running on time
the quantified self

�41

“My pulse, as yours,  
doth temperately keep time” —Hamlet
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time, money, & education
             "

               "They who have the art  
To manage books, and things, and make them work"

Gently on infant minds as does the sun"

Upon the flower - the tutors of our youth,"

The Guides, the Wardens of our faculties,"

And Stewards of our labour, watchful men"

And skilful in the usury of time,"

Sages, who in their prescience would controul"

All accidents, and to the very road"

Which they have fashion'd would confine us down,"

Like engines.""

—William Wordsworth, Prelude, 1850	
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schools "a spectacle of order and regularity ... 

they are become more tractable"  --Thompson

"The Nonequivalence 

of High School 

Equivalents"#

Stephen V. Cameron 

& James J. Heckman#

1991
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Fisherites:        — 34% 

Gabriel Freeman 

Elise Tam Cooc 

Neither/both   — 17% 

George Mulcaire 

Ciara Crowley 

Thompsonites — 49% 

Helen Oliver 

Vandana Pai



Gabriel
As with most things, the technology of time is a double-edged sword. This is a tool, and 

when used by one who understands it can be used for his/her own gain at another’s 

expense. When used properly by a society, great things can come of it, just as Thompson 

admits himself: “Their great co-operative societies would never have arisen to such 

immense and fruitful development but for the calculating induced by the use of 

machinery” (75, Thompson). However, when one class of people understand the technology 

and another does not, corruption and manipulation soon follow—whether with children: 

“‘there is considerable use in their [children] being, somehow or other, constantly 

employed at least twelve hours a day, whether they earn a living or not; for by these 

means, we hope that the rising generation will be so habituated to constant employment 

that it would at length prove agreeable and entertaining to them . . . .’” (84, 

Thompson) or with laborers:  “‘in reality there were no regular hours (…) instead of 

being instruments for the measurement of time, they were used as cloaks for cheatery and 

oppression’” (86, Thompson). Any man that uses these tools correctly may lead to his own 

success, such as in Fisher’s example by proving his reliability with debts. Those who 

understand and implement properly hold power over those who do not.	  

�45

“I wasted time, and now doth time waste me;"

For now hath time made me his numbering clock:"

My thoughts are minutes; and with sights they jar"

Their watches unto mine eyes”"

— Richard II



Elise
Thompson wrote, “One recurrent form of revolt within Western industrial 

capitalism, whether bohemian or beatnik, has often taken the form of flouting 

the urgency of respectable time-values” (Thompson, 95). The word “flouting” 

makes it seem like people had a choice and decided against taking time 

seriously. As Fisher said, “Waste neither time nor money, but make the best 

use of both” (Fisher, 377). It is up to the person to decide what they want to 

do with their time, and ultimately they control their time, not the other way 

around. Today’s society is different from past societies, and people’s 

dealings with time are inevitably different. Modern society is concerned with 

convenience, which leads to more “free time” that sometimes people don’t know 

how to use. If people only learned self-discipline over time as Fisher 

suggested, then they can have greater control over their lives than time does. 

They just simply have to learn self-control.
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“I wasted time, and now doth time waste me;"

For now hath time made me his numbering clock:"

My thoughts are minutes; and with sights they jar"

Their watches unto mine eyes”"

— Richard II



George
Thompson's argument takes a wider perspective and reveals the effects of 

time-discipline on the employees themselves: taking them from a self-

directed system of task-oriented labor into a system rigidly controlled by 

their employers. It is true that workers' acceptance of time technology 

enabled them to "fight, not against time, but about it" and win the right 

to regular, limited working hours (85-86). However, with this right came 

the idea that workers' time was not their own but belonged to their 

employers (61). ... The implications for modern society are not clear. It 

may be that the rise of self-employed workers with internet businesses 

will let more people become like Fisher's tradesman, becoming rich (and 

thus more in charge of their destinies) with the aid of time-discipline. 

But self-employment could also allow the relaxation of time-discipline and 

the return of task-oriented perception of time. Time will tell.
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Ciara
When Thompson speaks of employers’ necessity to measure their employees’ work by 

the time worked rather than by the completion of tasks, he states, “not the task 

but the value of time reduced to money is dominant” (61). Fisher begins his “Advice 

to a Young Tradesman,” however, by stating, “Remember that Time is Money” (375). By 

inciting his reader to recall (continuing in this strain throughout the article), 

Fisher seems to have accepted the condition of which Thompson speaks and—as the 

genre of his work is not an essay like Thompson’s but rather an instructional book— 

proposes the ways in which a person should act to retain his wealth in light of 

this condition. We continue today to organize much of our lives according to the 

“time-discipline” both Thompson and Fisher recognize (Thompson 90). I find 

interesting Thompson’s notion that the strict “Puritan valuation of time” might 

“begin to decompose as the pressures of poverty relax,” for it implies that our 

adherence to structured time may not increase linearly and indefinitely, but rather 

may fall into patterns according to a society’s needs (95).
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Vandana
Modern perception of time is a function of the growth of industrialism. Labor was 

previously “task-oriented,” more leisurely and at a gradual, less demanding pace 

(Thompson, 60). However, especially during the 17th century, there was a rapid change from 

the perception of time passed, to time spent (Thompson, 61). Fisher, writing from this 

era, agrees that “time is money,” demonstrating Thompson’s point how time became 

internalized by people and pervasive in society (Fisher, 375). Thompson attributes this 

to the rising need for “synchronization of labor” in factories, which in turn placed 

greater value on discipline and organization (70). Even today, time dictates our weekly 

schedules and daily tasks. Employers must use their time efficiently and more 

importantly, spend it wisely. Thompson makes note that time ultimately “[impinged] upon 

social and domestic life,” eventually even becoming “habituated” in schools (83-84). 

This is obvious today with the “clear demarcation between work and life”—a distinction 

that hardly existed prior to Industrialization (Thompson, 93). Our relationship with 

time today goes unnoticed because we have become conditioned to observe it in all 

aspects of our lives.
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Helen
Thompson presents a deep analysis of the complicated relationship of people 

and time. He argues that technology, in driving growth and change of a 

culture, also changes how people’s lives are structured. Technological 

development leads to “radical restructuring of mans social nature and working 

habits” [91] such as the dramatic changes of Industrial Revolution.  ... 

Fisher’s argument addresses the same technologies and developments, but 

presents them as a tool for readers to control their lives. By treating 

technological changes as external, Fisher attempts to abstract sociological 

problems from economic concepts, a folly Thompson warns against. Claiming that 

“the way to wealth… is as plain as the way to market” and dependent on 

“industry and frugality” [377] is an over-simplification. Fisher presents 

advice for conforming to disciplined industrial capitalism, and fails to 

address the complex sociological stresses of transition. 
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accounting

Sumerian tablets  
record keeping	


the code of Hammurabi	

"if a man has given on deposit without elders 
or contract ...[if] they contest it, there 
shall be no claim""

--Hammurabi, Babylon c 1700 bce	


!

Rome  
adversaria, codex accepti et dispensi, liber rationum
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the Italian method

"The inventor of Accounting ..."  
1494: Luca Pacioli Summa de Arithmetica  
[cp Gutenberg et al ...]	


more reliable history	

1211: proto double entry, Florence  
"Arabic" numerals, via al-Khwarizmi	


c 1340: double entry in Genoa	


1366: The Merchant of Prato 
(Francesco di Marco Datini)  

�54

!
Luca Pacioli  
c 1445- 1517#

!
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a popular literacy?
from princes and courts	


Prince Maurice of Nassau	


Colbert, "Information master" for Louis XIV	


!

to plebians and the gallows	

—Peter Linbaugh, The London Hanged, 1993  	


!

Anna Karenina vs War & Peace	
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!
Maurice of Nassau  

1567-1625#
!

!
Jean-Baptiste Colbert  

1619-1683#

!
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popular item	
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!
Old Tradesman  

1706-1790#
!
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eternal truths?
successive adaptation 	


William Mather, Young Man's Companion  
 (24 editions by 1775)	


George Fisher  The Instructor, 7 editions to 1744  
(or Mrs Slack?)	


The American Instructor, 9th edition, 1748  
(16 editions by 1800)	


!
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"Not only published by Franklin and Hall, 

but ... largely rewritten by Franklin.""

--Linglebach, "Franklin's American Instructor" 1952
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enduring advice
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the next thing
"The next Qualification to fit a Man for 

Business, after Arithmetick, is the Art of 

Book-Keeping or Merchants Accompts, after 

the Italian Manner, by Way of Double 

Entry.""

Waste-Book (Memorial)"

Journal"

Leidger

�59

"spelling#

reading#

writing#

arithmetic#

... how to 

qualify any 

person for 

business ...#

write letters 

...#

Merchants 

Accompts ... 

the several 

American 

Colonies"
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waste-book
"In this Book must be daily written 

whatever occurs in the way of Trade; as 

Buying, Selling, Receiving, Delivering, 

Bargaining, Shipping, &c. without 

Omission."
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journal
"Into this Book every Thing is posted out 

of the Waste-Book, but in other Terms, in a 

better Stile, and in a fairer Hand, without 

any Alteration of Cyphers or Figures; and 

every Parcel, one after another, 

promiscuously set without Intermission, to 

make the Book, or several Entires of it, of 

more Credit and Validity, in case of any 

Law Dispute, or any other Controversy." 
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ledger
From the Journal or Day-Book ... all Matters 

of Things are posted to the Ledger, which by 

the Spaniards are called El Libro Grande."

... The Left-hand Side of this book is the 

Debtor, and the Right the Creditor"

The short Lines ruled against the Journal 

Entries are ...Posting Lines, and the Figure 

on Top of the Lines denotes the Folio of the 

Leidger where the Debtor is entered. 
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still going

the books  & the bottom line
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assets = liabilities + equity
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"if they come out alike"

assets = liabilities + equity
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balancing nations

Treaty of Utrecht, 1713	


War of the Spanish Succession	


!

the commercial treaty	


free trade with France; control of the assiento	


!

the balance of trade	


mercantilism and national interest
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Robert Harley  
ascent to power, 

1711#
fall from grace#

1714
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trade problems

rousing the wool interest	


Mercator (Daniel Defoe)  
vs  
British Merchant (Paul Methuen)	
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Paul Methuen  
1672-1757

Daniel Defoe  
1660-1731
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search for statistics

Charles Davenant	


An Essay upon the Probable  
Methods of Making a  
People Gainers in the  
Ballance of Trade 1699	


!

vs 	


!

Paul Methuen
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“The Symptoms of a Bankrupt Nation are easily discerned” 
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balancing acts
"apprehension of the wrong balance of trade, 

appears of such a nature, that it discovers itself 

wherever one is out of humour with the ministry, or 

is in low spirits.""

David Hume,  
"Of the Balance of Trade," 1752	
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David Hume  
1711-1776

“The Symptoms of a Bankrupt Nation are easily discerned” 
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enduring and  
accounting rules	


assets = liabilities + equity 	

!

Micawber rule	

"Annual income twenty pounds, annual 

expenditure nineteen pounds nineteen and six, 

result happiness. Annual income twenty pounds, 

annual expenditure twenty pounds ought and 

six, result misery.""

still advice for a young man or woman?
�75

"Though all that hath 
been said in relation 
to Book-Keeping ... 
may seem a little 
abstruse to the 

altogether Unlearned 
therein, yet there is 

no such mighty 
Difficulty to 

instruct them as they 
may imagine."#

—Fisher!
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the bottom line?

true of time and money?
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coming up
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